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Preface

Endeca® Latitude applications guide people to better decisions by combining the ease of search with
the analytic power of business intelligence. Users get self-service access to the data they need without
needing to specify in advance the queries or views they need. At the same time, the user experience
is data driven, continuously revealing the salient relationships in the underlying data for them to explore.

The heart of Endeca's technology is the MDEX Engine.™ The MDEX Engine is a hybrid between an
analytical database and a search engine that makes possible a new kind of Agile BI. It provides guided
exploration, search, and analysis on any kind of information: structured or unstructured, inside the firm
or from external sources.

Endeca Latitude includes data integration and content enrichment tools to load both structured and
unstructured data. It also includes the Discovery Framework, a set of tools to configure user experience
features including search, analytics, and visualizations. This enables IT to partner with the business
to gather requirements and rapidly iterate a solution.

About this guide
This guide contains information about the components that make up the Endeca Discovery Framework.

The Discovery Framework enables rapid configuration of dashboard applications that offer the highly
interactive Guided Navigation® user experience across a full range of structured and unstructured
enterprise data.

The Discovery Framework is easy to deploy and ideal for the agile development of enterprise-quality
applications. Due to component-based nature of the Discovery Framework, these applications are
simple to control, adapt, and extend. It provides granular layout and configuration control to enable
users to manage and personalize their own experiences.

The Discovery Framework consists of an enterprise-class portal framework and a library of UI
components that embody best practices in Endeca applications. In addition, it includes a Component
SDK, which is a packaged development environment for portlets, themes, layout templates, and other
portal element. Endeca has modified Liferay's version of its Plugins SDK to include the Endeca
enhancements, such as the EndecaPortlet core class.

Who should use this guide
This guide is intended for end users and power users of the Endeca Discovery Framework on Windows
or Linux.

Conventions used in this guide
This guide uses the following typographical conventions:



Code examples, inline references to code elements, file names, and user input are set in monospace
font. In the case of long lines of code, or when inline monospace text occurs at the end of a line, the
following symbol is used to show that the content continues on to the next line: ¬

When copying and pasting such examples, ensure that any occurrences of the symbol and the
corresponding line break are deleted and any remaining space is closed up.

Contacting Endeca Customer Support
The Endeca Support Center provides registered users with important information regarding Endeca
software, implementation questions, product and solution help, training and professional services
consultation as well as overall news and updates from Endeca.

You can contact Endeca Standard Customer Support through the Support section of the Endeca
Developer Network (EDeN) at http://eden.endeca.com.

Endeca ConfidentialEndeca® Discovery Framework    Component Catalog
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Chapter 1

About the Discovery Framework component
catalog

This guide provides an overview of the components available in the Discovery Framework 1.3.1.

About components
The Discovery Framework is a portal application, built on the Liferay Portal, that you populate with
portlet components.

Endeca standard components are Discovery Framework portlets provided by Endeca. These
components contain the logic needed to retrieve and manipulate data from the MDEX Engine and
render results. Each Endeca standard component is a self-contained unit that provides specific MDEX
Engine features or other application support. By assembling these components together, you can
rapidly develop robust search applications.

The set of Endeca standard components includes a selection of administrative components, such as
Data Sources and Performance Metrics, that help you configure and control your application.



This catalog describes the way each Endeca-developed component works, and notes any interaction
dependencies between components. It also provides basic information about the Liferay components
that Endeca makes available by default. It does not include step-by-step instructions for using
components.

Components can be customized or developed to meet specific needs. This catalog does not cover
this process, nor does it discuss the wide range of optional Liferay components that a user could add
to the Discovery Framework.

About instanceable and non-instanceable components

Liferay distinguishes between two kinds of components:

• Instanceable components can appear multiple times on a page. Each instance of the component
has its own data source.

• Non-instanceable components can only appear once per page. If you place the component on
additional pages, it will display the same data as the original instance.

Whether a component is instanceable or non-instanceable is indicated in the Add Component menu:
a green icon identifies a component as instanceable, and a purple icon identifies a component as
non-instanceable. In the image below, the Advanced Visualization component is instanceable. The
Bookmarks component is not.

After adding the Bookmarks component to the page, it is no longer available, as you can see in the
following image:
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If you have multiple pages in your application, you could place Bookmarks on other pages, but the
list of bookmarks in the component would be the same.

About case sensitivity in the Discovery Framework

The Discovery Framework is case sensitive.

About dimension search in the Discovery Framework

You must enable wildcard search on any dimension you want to do dimension search against.

About component users
This catalog provides information about components from the perspective of two distinct Discovery
Framework users. These users have different objectives and different access to component controls.

Several job roles might fit into each category.

• Power users configure Discovery Framework content. One example would be a business analyst
who configures the Discovery Framework for end users and determines what components and
data they can access.

• End users are Discovery Framework content consumers. This includes executives seeking a
dashboard view as well as others who need to drill through interactive visualizations and reports.
Typically, the Discovery Framework is configured so that end users cannot access the edit controls
found on the Preferences page of each component.

Note:  Occasionally this catalog may mention tasks that other Discovery Framework users, such
as application developers or data developers, perform. These tasks are not covered in detail in
this guide.

Modifying component appearance
In any component, the power user can modify certain aspects of the component's appearance on the
Look and Feel page.
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For example, with slight modifications, the default appearance and text on the Breadcrumbs
component:

can be customized as follows:

Changing component display names

The power user has the ability to modify the display name of any component simply by double-clicking
the name in the component's header.

For example, the display name of the Results Table component can be customized as follows:
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Using page transitions
Page transitions allow a component on one page in your Discovery Framework application to pass
data to a component on another page. In addition, page transitions let you specify the tab state on a
tabbed component on that page.

For example, you might have a Results Table component on one page and a Record Details
component on another page.The Results Table component could be configured to target the Record
Details component through a page transition.

The page transitions feature is implemented by your component developer, but the power user can
specify transition targets that will appear in the end user's application. In the example below, the power
user set the target page for the Record Details component to a Find Similar component placed on
the Comparisons page.

Page transition syntax
This topic describes the syntax for Discovery Framework page transitions.

Power users can target a page using a full context path or a relative context path. If the page transition
target is a relative context path, the default context, /web/guest, is pre-pended to the target, as is
shown in the following example:

Target: Analyze
Redirect: /web/guest/Analyze

Endeca® Discovery Framework    Component CatalogEndeca Confidential
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The following example uses a full context path:

Target: /web/spend/Analyze
Redirect: /web/spend/Analyze

To set the tab state, the user appends a hash mark (#) followed by the tab name and number to the
page name. In the following example, the Sales Numbers tabbed component is set to tab 1:

Target: /web/spend/Analyze#Sales Numbers[1]
Redirect: /web/spend/Analyze

To set multiple tabs, you delimit the additional tabs with a double colon (::). In the following example
and image, the Sales Numbers tabbed component is set to tab 1, and the Quarterly Forecast tabbed
component is set to tab 2:

Target: /web/spend/Analyze#Sales Numbers[1]::Quarterly Forecast[2]
Redirect: /web/spend/Analyze

Creating page transitions using component IDs
In order to implement certain kinds of page transitions, you need to use component IDs, rather than
names.

Because the double colon (::) is part of the page transition syntax, you should avoid using it in your
tab titles. Likewise, you should avoid multiple tabbed component containers with duplicate titles. If you
cannot avoid these naming features, then you have to use a component's ID rather than its name
when defining a page transition target.

To find a component's ID, hover your mouse over the tab until the URL appears at the bottom of the
screen, and then extract the p_p_id_query parameter from the URL. In the following example, the
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tabbed component with ID nested_tabs_INSTANCE_0CbE is set to tab 2, while the tabbed component
with ID nested_tabs_INSTANCE_Ja6E is set to tab 1.

Target: /web/spend/Analyze#nested_tabs_INSTANCE_0CbE[2]::nested_tabs_IN¬
STANCE_Ja6E[1]
Redirect: /web/spend/Analyze

Discovery Framework performance considerations
When planning and building Discovery Framework applications, keep in mind the following performance
considerations.

• Like any Web-based application, the Discovery Framework is subject to browser limitations.
• The Discovery Framework is a rich Internet application that uses JavaScript to retrieve data in real

time. Therefore, the amount of data you are accessing will affect performance.
• Attempting to process large numbers of dimensions or dimension values can result in information

overload, particularly in components such as Guided Navigation.
• Within a Discovery Framework application, a large number of components on a single page can

negatively impact performance. Rather than place many components on a single Discovery
Framework page, you should consider using a multi-page application design.The number of pages
in an application has no impact on performance.

• Endeca Analytics is a rich and complex language.To ensure that you understand the performance
implications of the Analytics queries you are building, consult the Analytics Considerations and
Best Practices article, which is available for download from the Endeca Developer Network (EDeN).

• Because the Discovery Framework leverages the MDEX Engine platform, it responds to many of
the same performance strategies. For more detailed information, see the MDEX Engine Performance
Tuning Guide, which is available for download or search on EDeN.

Obtaining more information about the Discovery Framework
In addition to this guide, the Discovery Framework documentation set contains two other guides.

• The Discovery Framework Installation Guide describes how to install and launch the Discovery
Framework.

• The Discovery Framework Extension Guide describes how developers can extend the Discovery
Framework.

In addition, there is a forum on the Endeca Developer's Network (EDeN) dedicated to the Discovery
Framework. It hosts discussions about development, extension, deployment, and configuration for
technical and business users of the Discovery Framework.
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Chapter 2

About Endeca standard components

Endeca standard components are pre-packaged components that provide access to MDEX Engine
functionality and other features useful to application development.

Administrative components
The components in this section control administrative aspects of the Discovery Framework.

Related Links
Data Sources on page 21

The Data Sources component allows you to view configured data sources and test the
connection to them. In addition, you can reload updated configuration based on edits you
have made on disk.

Attribute Settings on page 17
The Attribute Settings component allows the power user to create, edit, and delete attribute
sets and change display names for any attribute in a selected data source.

Framework Settings on page 23
The Framework Settings component provides access to state, security, and other settings.

Performance Metrics on page 25
The Performance Metrics component displays information about component and MDEX
Engine query performance.

Sample Endeca Portlet on page 26
The Sample Endeca Portlet component provides developers with a template from which
they can build their own custom components.

Attribute Settings
The Attribute Settings component allows the power user to create, edit, and delete attribute sets and
change display names for any attribute in a selected data source.

An attribute set is a collection of dimensions and properties associated with the named data source.
They allow you to organize your properties and dimensions into named groups.

Note: This component appears in the Liferay Control Panel and is not accessible from the Add
Component menu.



Using Attribute Settings

End users generally should not modify the information located on the Attribute Settings section of
the Control Panel.

Configuring Attribute Settings

Because the Attribute Settings component does not display as an independent portlet, it is not
configured in the same way as most Endeca standard components. Instead, you modify these settings
in the Control Panel.
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• Data source controls: Select from the available data sources in the drop-down list.

• Load from MDEX: Create new attributes and sets based on the contents of the MDEX Engine.

• Create a new attribute set: Create a new attribute set, and then select the attributes that populate
it.
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• Delete an attribute set: Delete an entire attribute set.

• Add attributes to a set: Check attributes in the All Attributes list and then add them to the
selected set.

• Remove attributes from a set: Remove a single attribute from a set.

• Change the global display name for an attribute: Edit the display name of an attribute in the
All Attributes list.

Note:  Attributes may be added to multiple sets, but there can only be a single display name for
any given attribute.

Note: You cannot move an attribute between sets. To accomplish the same thing, first delete
the attribute from its current set, and then add it to another set.
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Data Sources
The Data Sources component allows you to view configured data sources and test the connection to
them. In addition, you can reload updated configuration based on edits you have made on disk.

Note: This component appears in the Liferay Control Panel and is not accessible from the Add
Component menu.

Each Discovery Framework component that needs to query the MDEX Engine is tied to one particular
data source. Changing any individual component's data source is done in that component's edit controls.

Note:  For general information about Discovery Framework data sources, see the Discovery
Framework Installation Guide. For information about data source configuration, security, and
state management, see the Discovery Framework Extension Guide.

Using Data Sources

End users do not see the Data Sources component.

Configuring Data Sources

The Data Source component requires no configuration—you simply place it on the page.

When you open the Data Sources component, you can see all of the data sources that have been
configured for your application, as well as the version of the MDEX Engine they are using (ENE_QUERY
for MDEX 6 or DISCOVERY_SERVICE for MDEX 7).
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By clicking a data source's icon (highlighted below), you can test the data source's connection. The
icon changes and mousing over it provides a confirmation message.

To reload updated configuration based on edits made on disk, you click the Reload data sources
button. (For details on making these edits, see the Discovery Framework Extension Guide.)

Note:  Configuration of data sources themselves takes place offline.
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Data Source Bindings
The Data Source Bindings component allows the power user to associate different configured data
sources with selected components in a single operation, rather than on a per-component basis.

Important: The Data Source Bindings component is in Beta state in Discovery Framework
1.3.x, and is not supported.

Framework Settings
The Framework Settings component provides access to state, security, and other settings.

Note: This component appears in the Liferay Control Panel and is not accessible from the Add
Component menu.

Many settings related to Discovery Framework can be adjusted from the Discovery Framework
Settings section of the Control Panel.

The default values of these settings are created automatically upon first use.You cannot add or delete
settings from the Control Panel—you can only edit them. Settings only appear after the feature(s)
that use them have been executed at least once. For example, if you have never used the Chart
component, the Corda Server URL settings will not appear.

Using Framework Settings

End users generally should not modify the information located on the Discovery Framework Settings
section of the Control Panel.

Configuring Framework Settings

Because the Framework Settings component does not display as an independent portlet, it is not
configured in the same way as most Endeca standard components. Instead, you modify these settings
in the Control Panel.

Note: Take care when modifying these settings, as incorrect values can cause problems with
your Discovery Framework application.
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The Framework Settings component contains the following settings:

• df.container: Controls AJAX behavior of the Discovery Framework. Should not be edited.
• df.defaultDataSource: The name of the data source to use as the default.
• df.exportPortletName: The default name of the export portlet.
• df.maxExportBaseErrors: The maximum allowable number of non-Analytics records that can be

exported.
• df.maxExportAnalyticsRecords:The maximum allowable number of Analytics records that can

be exported.
• df.defaultExporter: The default exporter class.
• df.dataSourceDirectory: The directory on disk from which to load data source definition files.
• df.mdexStateManager: The fully-qualified class name to use for the MDEX State Manager.
• df.mdexSecurityManager: The fully-qualified class name to use for the MDEX Security Manager.
• df.cordaServerRedirectorUrl: The URL of the Corda Redirector, which can be used by the Chart

component.
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• df.cordaServerExternalUrl and df.cordaServerInternalUrl: The externally and internally accessible
URLs of the Corda Server, which is used by the Chart component.

Note:  If you do not see the Discovery Framework Settings in the Control Panel, it probably
means you did not install the endeca-framework-settings-portlet-<version>.war
file. Please review your installation settings.

Performance Metrics
The Performance Metrics component displays information about component and MDEX Engine query
performance.

Note: This component appears in the Liferay Control Panel and is not accessible from the Add
Component menu.

The Performance Metrics component comes pre-configured and does not require a backing data
source.

Using Performance Metrics

This topic describes how an end user can use the Performance Metrics component.
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The Performance Metrics component tracks total MDEX Engine queries as well as queries per data
source. It also contains tabs tracking the overall performance of portlet components as well as the
performance of each individual component.

It contains the following tabs:

• All MDEX Queries
• MDEX Queries: <data source name>
• Portlet Overview
• All Portlets

All MDEX Queries contains the following metrics:

• All Data Queries metrics for the total number of queries, total execution time of queries, average
execution time of queries, and maximum query execution time.

• All Cached Data Queries metrics for the total number of queries, the total execution time of
queries, average execution time of queries, maximum query execution time, and percentage of
data queries served from the cache.

The MDEX Queries tab for each data source provides the same metrics as the All MDEX Queries
tab at the data source level.

The Portlet Overview tab tracks the total number of component executions, the total execution time
of all components, the average execution time of all components, and the maximum component
execution time.

The All Portlet tab provides the same total metrics as the Portlet Overview tab, along with the same
results broken out by component.

Note: This component provides a view into MDEX Engine query performance, which does not
correlate directly to a page view, as there are often multiple MDEX Engine queries powering a
single page.

Configuring Performance Metrics

The Performance Metrics component requires no configuration—you simply add it to the portal
workspace.

Sample Endeca Portlet
The Sample Endeca Portlet component provides developers with a template from which they can
build their own custom components.

This component is provided as a starting point for developers who want to create their own components.
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Using Sample Endeca Portlet

The Sample Endeca Portlet component is not intended for use by end users.

Configuring Sample Endeca Portlet

The Sample Endeca Portlet component is not intended for use by power users.

Layout components
The components in this section provide additional control over Discovery Framework display.

Related Links
Tabbed Component Container on page 27

The Tabbed Component Container allows developers to create a tabbed interface within
a region of a page and then store different components on various tabs.

Tabbed Component Container
The Tabbed Component Container allows developers to create a tabbed interface within a region
of a page and then store different components on various tabs.

The Tabbed Component Container is the only Endeca-developed layout control. This component is
available under the Layout Control section of the Add Component menu, and not the Endeca section.

This component allows a user to create a tabbed interface within a region of a page, and then nest
different components on the available tabs. For example, you might choose to put a Results Table
component containing customer-based information on one tab, and another Results Table component
containing product-based information on another tab.

Using the Tabbed Component Container

End users do not access the Tabbed Component Container directly, though a power user might
include one or more instances in the end users' application.

Configuring the Tabbed Component Container

The power user can set the following preferences for the Tabbed Component Container component.
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Note:  Only the configuration tasks on the Setup tab are relevant to our purposes.You may
disregard the other tabs.

• You can edit the current tabbed component container, or select an archived version (if available).

• Tabs: Add or delete tabs, as well as change their layouts, display names, and order on the page.

• Display Settings: Check Show Borders to draw the component container around the components
on each tab.
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Drag the configured Tabbed Component Container onto the portal work area, then drag other
components onto the tabs and configure them as usual. In the example below, the Range Filter
component has been dragged onto Tab 1.

Personalization components
The components in this section allow users to customize their Discovery Framework application.

Related Links
Bookmarks on page 29

Bookmarks is a personalization component that allows you to save a given navigation and
component state so that you can return to it at a later time.

Bookmarks
Bookmarks is a personalization component that allows you to save a given navigation and component
state so that you can return to it at a later time.

Once a bookmark has been created, the user can click upon it to return to that state. Bookmarks
appear in the are listed in the order they were created.
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To share a bookmark, the user clicks on the bookmark to load it, then copies the browser URL and
shares it with another user.

Note: The Bookmarks component does not require a backing data source.

Note: The Bookmarks component supports the use of aggregated records. For details about
configuring Discovery Framework data sources for aggregated records, see the Discovery
Framework Installation Guide.

Using Bookmarks

This topic describes how an end user can use the Bookmarks component.

The Bookmarks component allows the end user to create, update, and delete bookmarks.

To add a new bookmark, click Add. The Create new bookmark box, where you can fill in the Name
and Description, displays. Click Create bookmark to add the bookmark.

To edit or delete a bookmark, click Edit. To edit the bookmark, click the icon to the left of its name
(highlighted below). To delete it, click the icon to its right (highlighted below). Click Save to commit
your changes.
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What Bookmarks saves for each component type

This topic describes what parts of the component state are saved in the bookmarks created by the
Bookmarks component.

Note:  Administrative components are not saved in bookmarks, so they are not included here.

CommentsPersisted StatesComponent

The data persisted in a bookmark for this component is specific
to the SAP Dashboard Design (Xcelsius) movie being used.

Developer-drivenAdvanced
Visualization

It is therefore the responsibility of the movie developer to define
which elements are to be persisted. This requires two movie
components to be defined via the Xcelsius Data Manager:

1. Definition of name-value pairs (established in the Flash
Variables data connection) for each stateful design element
in the UI. For example, the Drilldown Chart example movie
includes an "Average Price by: " drop-down control that
drives the Analytics grouping used to render the chart.This
is backed by a Flash Variable called "selectedGroupBy"
whose value is bound to that of the drop-down selection,
so that when a bookmark is loaded, the correct grouping
is applied based on which grouping was selected when the
bookmark was created.That is, if a user selected "Vintage"
from the drop-down and then created a bookmark, then
Vintage should be the selected drop-down value when the
movie is loaded from a bookmark.

2. An External Interface Connection (EIC) variable called
"movieState" that is bound to a cell that contains an
ampersand-delimited list of all variables defined in step
one. For example, the Drilldown Chart example also
includes a radio button control that can either be "yes" or
"no" at any given point in time, whose corresponding Flash
Variable is called "selectedRadioButton." In order to persist
both the drop-down and radio button controls properly, the
"movieState" EIC variable is bound to a cell that contains
a string that looks like this:
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CommentsPersisted StatesComponent

selectedGroupBy=Vintage&selectedRadionButton=yes

The Xcelsius developer is responsible for setting up both sets
of connections properly and binding them to appropriate cells
in the spreadsheet that is leveraged by the visualization.

Nothing about the Bookmarks component itself is stateful.NoneBookmark

When multi-select dimension values are present in the
Breadcrumbs component, they may be grouped into a

Expanded
multi-select
dimensions

Breadcrumbs

collapse/expand control (depending on the number of values
and the threshold set in the component's preferences). The
state of each multi-select dimension's collapse/expand control
is stateful and will be stored in a bookmark. For example, if
you select Flavors of "Apple", "Berry" and "Cherry" in the
sample wine data set, the collapse/expand control appears
and is collapsed by default. If you expand it and then create a
bookmark, the control will be expanded when that bookmark
is loaded.

When configuring a chart, the power user can define multiple
metrics, x-axis, and cross tab groupings. When the chart is

Metric, x-axis, and
cross tab
drop-down lists

Chart

configured in this way, drop-down lists are provided for each.
The user's selection for the Metric, Group By (X-Axis), and
Cross Tab drop-down lists are persisted with a bookmark.

NoneFind Similar

Any dimension that is expanded so that its refinements are
exposed is persisted in a bookmark, so that it will still be

Expanded
dimensions and

Guided
Navigation

expanded when the bookmark is loaded. Dimension groupscollapsed
dimension groups are, by default, expanded. If you collapse a dimension group,

this is persisted in a bookmark, so that it will be collapsed when
the bookmark is loaded.

NoneMetrics Bar

NoneRange Filter

NoneRecord Details

If you have sorted on a column and create a bookmark, the
sort will be applied when the bookmark is loaded. If you have

Sort state and
number of records
per page

Results Table

selected a certain number of records per page and create a
bookmark, the results table will display that number of records
per page when you load the bookmark.

NoneSearch Box

If you create a bookmark when on a tab other than the first
one, that tab will be reloaded properly when the bookmark is
loaded.

The tab in focusTabbed
Component
Container

Configuring Bookmarks

The Bookmarks component requires no configuration—you simply add it to the portal workspace.
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Results and visualization components
The components in this section provide a more detailed view of your data.

Related Links
Advanced Visualization on page 33

The Advanced Visualization component provides SAP Crystal Dashboard Design (Xcelsius)
visualizations within your application.

Chart on page 35
The Chart component lets you access Corda-based Analytics charting of your data.

Cross Tab on page 47
The Cross Tab component provides a table that allows end users to perform comparisons
and identify trends across several cross sections of data.

Results Table on page 52
The Results Table component provides a simple interface for displaying results.The Results
Table component can show results from Analytics and non-Analytics queries.

Metrics Bar on page 56
The Metrics Bar component allows users to quickly view metrics that summarize various
aspects of the underlying data.

Advanced Visualization
The Advanced Visualization component provides SAP Crystal Dashboard Design (Xcelsius)
visualizations within your application.

This integration provides Discovery Framework end users with dynamic insight into MDEX Engine
powered data.

The Advanced Visualization component ships with three sample Flash movies in SWF format and
the associated source files in XLF format.

Dependencies

The Advanced Visualization component has the following dependencies:

• In order to use this component, you must purchase a license for SAP Crystal Dashboard Design
3.1. Once you have done so, you can download the software, along with a temporary license, from
the Discovery Framework downloads page on EDeN. To obtain a permanent license, contact
Endeca Support.

• An experienced SAP Crystal Dashboard Design developer needs to create the Flash movies
associated with your data. Once he or she has done so, it is easy to add the new movies to the
Discovery Framework.

• This component requires the use of Endeca Analytics.

Using Advanced Visualization

This topic describes how an end user can use the Advanced Visualization component.

The Advanced Visualization component provides SAP Crystal Dashboard Design interactive data
visualization of your Discovery Framework data. Many different chart styles are available to your SAP
Crystal Dashboard Design developer.
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You can mouse over elements of the chart to see the related data. In addition, you can click the Data
tab to see the underlying data and its state.
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Configuring Advanced Visualization

The power user can set the following preferences for the Advanced Visualization component.

• Data source controls: Select from the available data sources in the drop-down list, and then click
Update data source to bind your selection to the component.

• Flash movie settings: Choose from the available SAP Crystal Dashboard Design movies and
set the component size.

• Reload movies: Load all of the available movies for the selected data source. A power user can
add movies to the Discovery Framework and click Reload movies to recognize the newly-added
movies.

Note:  SAP Crystal Dashboard Design movies must be supplied by an SAP Crystal Dashboard
Design developer.

Chart
The Chart component lets you access Corda-based Analytics charting of your data.
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The end user can mouse over the chart to reveal numeric data, and click on a chart element to filter
results by the values displayed in the chart. In addition, the Chart component can be configured so
that end users can switch the chart view by selecting drop-down choices. For example, an end user
may switch the Metric or Group By that is summarized in the chart.

Dependencies

The Chart component has the following dependencies:

• In order to use this component, you must install Corda. For details, see the Discovery Framework
Installation Guide.

• This component requires the use of Endeca Analytics.

Analytics statements supported in the Chart component

This topic describes the three types of Analytics statements that can be expressed in the Chart
component.

The Analytics use cases are:

• Zero GROUP BY statements, with one or more metrics One or more metrics summarized by
a single unspecified grouping (the name of which defaults to "Total").

• One GROUP BY statement, with one or more metrics One or more metrics summarized by a
single specified categorization.

• Two GROUP BY statement, with one metric One metric summarized by a specified categorization,
with a second GROUP BY statement specified as the cross tab. (Cross tabs are grouped
aggregations such as cross-tabulated totals over one or more dimensions.)

Various expressions of these types are shown in the chart style examples later in this section.

Using Chart

This topic describes how an end user can use the Chart component.

The power user who configures your Analytics statements can provide you with two kinds of charts:
fixed and parametric. Examples of each are shown below.

The following chart is based on a fixed Analytics statement.You can mouse over chart elements to
see the related data, or click to drill down. Drill down is supported for dimension GROUP BY statements
but not for property GROUP BY statements.
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The following chart is based on a parametric Analytics statement.You can modify the chart display
by selecting different values from the drop-down lists at the top of the chart.
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In addition, the power user has the ability configure multiple charts, based on different Analytics
statements and chart styles, that you can select from a drop down list.

Printing and exporting

End users also have the ability to print and/or export the chart they have created.The end user accesses
these features with the Print and Export buttons, shown below.

When the user selects Print, the chart displays in another browser window. The user prints as normal
via the File menu or keyboard shortcut.
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Export allows the user to export the chart to Excel.

Configuring Chart

The power user can set the following preferences for the Chart component.

The power user can add a fixed Analytics statement to the Chart component, or configure a parametric
Analytics statement that allows end users to see drop-down lists across the top of the chart.

Note:  Unlike most components, the Chart component includes online help. This help, which
mostly provides tips on working with Analytics statements, can be accessed from the same menu
that contains the Preferences option. For more detailed information on the Endeca Analytics
language, see the Endeca Analytics Guide.
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• Data source controls: Select from the available data sources in the drop-down list, and then click
Update data source to bind your selection to the component.

• Chart options: Define the height and width of the chart and set a name for the control that allows
end users to choose from multiple charts when available. In addition, set a threshold for the number
of Analytics results the query returns, and create a message to display if the query results exceed
that threshold.

• Chart Title and Style: Name the chart and select the type of chart to display.The Chart component
supports the following chart styles: Vertical Bar, Stacked Vertical Bar, Horizontal Bar, Line, Pie,
and Line Bar Combo.

• Chart configuration tabs: Click the + to add additional chart tabs.You can configure a different
chart on each tab for your end users.

• Analytics Statement: Type your Analytics statement here. Note that labels can be configured for
metrics only, using the AS functionality in an Analytics statement. After the Analytics statement
has been entered, use the Test analytics query button to test the validity of the statement before
saving preferences.

• Metric Options, X Axis Options, and Cross tab: For parametric Analytics charts, provide options
for the drop-down lists your end users will access. Cross tabs are grouped aggregations such as
cross-tabulated totals over one or more dimensions.
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• Metric Selector: Allows you to specify an ORDER BY in the Analytics statement without including
it in the display. In the example below, if you did not want to include the statement's ORDER BY
"Avg Sales Price" metric in the chart, you would un-check that metric in the list. Note that the Metric
Selector does not appear until you have tested and saved the Analytics query.

• Enable Top-N Sort and Enable end user control: When the Enable Top-N sort box is checked,
the chart's results can be sorted in ascending or descending order. If the Enable end user control
box is also checked, the end user can toggle the sort order.

Chart styles provided by the Chart component

The following chart styles are supported by the Chart component.

• Vertical Bar
• Stacked Vertical Bar
• Horizontal Bar
• Line
• Pie
• Line Bar Combo

Examples of each of these chart styles appears in the following topics.

Vertical bar chart
This topic contains an example of a vertical bar chart.

The following example uses a zero GROUP BY statement with three metrics:

RETURN YearlyAverages AS SELECT 
    AVG("Product MSRP ($)") AS "Avg MSRP",
    AVG("Product Avg National Sales Price ($)") AS "Avg National Sales 
Price",
    AVG("Unit Sale Price ($)") AS "Avg Sales Price"
GROUP

It produces a vertical bar chart displaying “Avg MSRP”, “Avg National Sales Price” and “Avg Sales
Price” metrics:
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Stacked vertical bar chart
This topic contains an example of a stacked vertical bar chart.

This example uses an Analytics statement with two GROUP BY statements. One metric is summarized
by a specified categorization, and the second GROUP BY is specified as the cross tab.

RETURN RegionalMargin AS SELECT 
    SUM("Gross ($)" * "Margin (%)") / SUM("Gross ($)") AS "DollarWeighte¬
dAvgMargin"
GROUP BY "Regions", "Demographics"

The stacked vertical bar chart below summarizes the “DollarWeightedAvgMargin” metric for each
Region (which is the first GROUP BY and therefore the primary category) and presents a
cross-tabulation with each Demographic (which is the second GROUP BY and therefore the cross
tab):
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Horizontal bar chart
This topic contains an example of a horizontal bar chart.

This example uses a single GROUP BY statement with two metrics:

RETURN NumCases AS SELECT 
    AVG("Unit Sale Price ($)") AS "Avg Sales Price", 
    AVG("Product Avg National Sales Price ($)") AS "Avg National Sales 
Price" 
GROUP BY "Varietals" ORDER BY "Avg National Sales Price"

The horizontal bar chart compares the "Avg Sales Price" metric to the "Avg National Sales Price" for
each varietal:
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Line chart
This topic contains an example of a line chart.

The following Analytics statement has one GROUP BY and a single metric:

RETURN NumCases AS SELECT 
    SUM("Number of Cases Sold") AS "Total Cases Sold" 
GROUP BY "Booking Year"

It produces a line chart summarizing the “Total Cases Sold” metric for each Booking Year:
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Pie chart
This topic contains an example of the pie chart type.

The following Analytics statement contains one GROUP BY and a single metric:

RETURN NumCases AS SELECT 
    SUM("Number of Cases Sold") AS "Total Cases Sold" 
GROUP BY "Business Types"

It produces a pie chart summarizing the "Total Cases Sold" metric for each Business Type:
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Important: The pie chart type only supports a single GROUP BY statement. If you have multiple
GROUP BYs in your statements, the chart will not display or execute drill-down as expected.

Line bar combo chart
This topic contains an example of a line bar combo chart.

The following example contains one GROUP BY statement and two metrics:

RETURN NumCases AS SELECT 
    AVG("Unit Sale Price ($)") AS "Avg Sales Price", 
    AVG("Product Avg National Sales Price ($)") AS "Avg National Sales 
Price" 
GROUP BY "Varietals" ORDER BY "Avg National Sales Price"

It produces a line bar combo chart comparing the "Avg Sales Price" metric to the "Avg National Sales
Price" for each varietal:
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Cross Tab
The Cross Tab component provides a table that allows end users to perform comparisons and identify
trends across several cross sections of data.

A cross tab consists of a specific configuration of rows, columns, and summary cells that together
make up the table body.The values displayed in the header rows and columns represent every possible
grouping value of the specified data fields. Summary cells exist at the intersection of rows and columns.
The value of a given summary cell is a metric corresponding to the intersection of those two groupings.

Note: This component requires the use of Endeca Analytics.
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Using Cross Tab

The end user views the cross tab result table, but cannot edit or modify it.

Configuring Cross Tab

The power user can set the following preferences for the Cross Tab component.

• Data source controls: Select from the available data sources in the drop-down list, and then click
Update data source to bind your selection to the component. (If you are changing data sources,
you must do so before entering your Analytics statement.)

• Analytics Statement: Enter an Analytics statement to return cross-tab values.

Note:  Using fields with too many values in your GROUP BY clauses may cause your cross
tab results table to become too large to be useful.

• Cell Limit: Set a threshold to prevent too large a grid from being rendered on the Cross Tab page.
In general, you should not make this value, which represents the number of cells rendered in the
cross tab results table, much larger than the default. A table with many thousands of cells is
time-consuming to render and difficult for the end user to read.

• Respect data source query state: When this box is checked, the Cross Tab component is
dependent on its data source query state, which means the metric values should update when the
data source query state changes.When the box is unchecked, it is independent of the data source
query state, so the metric values should remain constant regardless of the data source query state.

• Test analytics query: Validate the Analytics statements before loading the metrics into the
component. (This step is required.)

After you test and debug your Analytics query, click Save.
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When you save, the Configuration section is populated with metric, row, and column information.

• Configuration: Adjust the table that your end users will see.

In the Metrics section, you can configure general metric options or an individual metric. Click the
... button in the top right corner of the panel to launch its formatting options, where you can change
the axis on which metrics are displayed or add metric totals.

For any individual metric, click the ... button on its label to access formatting options, where you
can change the display name and format the data.
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You can drag metrics to reorder them, and remove a metric from the cross tab result table display
by unchecking it.

Note: To improve performance, if you do not want to display a metric, it is better to remove
it from the Analytics statement than it is to uncheck it.

In the Row Group and Column Group section, you can drag items anywhere in the row and
column panels. Each GROUP BY item contains a toggle that can be used to set ascending or
descending order.
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• View Options: Modify the dimensions (in pixels) of the table and its window.

Note: The initial generated table will be fit into the size of the component, regardless of how
many rows or columns there are.You can use these controls to make the table larger than
the component space and navigable with scroll bars.

• Preview table: Preview the cross tab display as it will appear to the end user.
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Results Table
The Results Table component provides a simple interface for displaying results. The Results Table
component can show results from Analytics and non-Analytics queries.

It provides a list of records in table form and enables users to view a record's details. Users can page
through, sort, and scroll across large tables, switch between tabs, and drill down on selected results.
Pinned columns help users keep track of the data they are viewing.
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Note: The Results Table component supports the use of aggregated records. For details about
configuring Discovery Framework data sources for aggregated records, see the Discovery
Framework Installation Guide.

Dependencies

To see the details of a selected record, you need to have an instance of the Record Details component
available in the application, either on the same page or on a page specified as the target.

About attribute names

• Attributes (properties and dimensions) with parentheses in their names are not supported in the
Results Table component.

• As a best practice, you should use NCName-compliant attribute names. If more user-friendly
display names for attributes are required, you can provide them by using the display name feature
of the Attribute Settings component.

Related Links
Record Details on page 85

The Record Details component displays all of the properties and dimensions for a record in
the Results Table component.

Using Results Table

This topic describes how an end user can use the Results Table component.

The Results Table component provides end users with a list of records in table form and enables
them to view record details for both Analytics and non-Analytics queries.The Results Table component
enables end users to page through records, sort them by clicking the column headers and drill-down
to view a record's details in the Record Details component.

In addition, the end user can export the record list to Excel, by clicking Actions > Export:
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Configuring Results Table

The power user can set the following preferences for the Results Table component.

You can view and sort matching results by any dimension or metric, rename and format fields for
user-friendly display, and expose high volumes of information through multiple tabs.
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• Data source controls: Select from the available data sources in the drop-down list, and then click
Update data source to bind your selection to the component.

• Analytics Configuration: Provide table-based results display for Analytics statements.

Note:  If Use analytics statement is not selected, the Analytics statement text field and
the buttons beneath it do not appear in the Preferences display.

• Grid Preferences Editor: The grid control allows you to pin properties to ensure visibility when
switching tabs, and to drag properties between tabs.
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• Grid Properties: Set the dimensions of the grid and indicate where the results will display. If View
Transition Target is blank, the record detail link triggers events on the same page, causing any
Record Detail component on the same page to display the selected record. If View Transition
Target specifies a target page, clicking the record detail link changes to the specified page, and
causes any Record Detail component on the target page to display the selected record.The target
can be specified as a relative path from /web/guest or an absolute path. The power user can
set any column to be displayed exactly as-is ("Plain"), as HTML, as an integer, or as currency.
Additionally, there are formatting options for showing or hiding the tool tip, setting the separator
to use if the column has multiple values, and setting the width of the column.

• New Column, New Tab, and Remove buttons: Add and format columns for additional properties,
add new tabs, or remove a tab or a column for a property.

Metrics Bar
The Metrics Bar component allows users to quickly view metrics that summarize various aspects of
the underlying data.
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The Metrics Bar component displays metrics based on Analytics statements written by the power
user.

The power user is able to change the display format of the returned metric value. He or she can also
set threshold violation indicators to alert the end users when a metric has reached a certain value or
range of values (shown below):

Using Metrics Bar

This topic describes how an end user can use the Metrics Bar component.

The following image shows a Metrics Bar component with four metric values on display.The end user
can view the metric values and mouse over the i symbol (highlighted below) on each metric box to
view any alerts or threshold violation indicators.

Configuring Metrics Bar

The power user can set the following preferences for the Metrics Bar component.
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• Update data source: Select from the available data sources in the drop-down list, and then click
Update data source to bind your selection to the component.

• Analytics Statement: Enter an Analytics statement (or multiple statements) to return metric values.

• Respect data source query state: When this box is checked, the Metrics Bar component is
dependent on its data source query state, which means the metric values should update when the
data source query state changes.When the box is unchecked, it is independent of the data source
query state, so the metric values should remain constant regardless of the data source query state.

• Test analytics query: Validate the Analytics statements before loading the metrics into the
component. The power user is required to test the Analytics statements before loading the
statements into the component.

• Load Metrics: Save the Analytics statements and display the metric values.
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Configuring the metric boxes

To access the Edit Metric dialog box for an individual metric box, click ... (highlighted below):

The power user can edit the following metric box preferences:

• Edit Metric: Select the metric to display (if applicable) and change the Display Name and Format.
The Metrics Bar component supports decimal, currency, string, and integer formats.

• Formatter Options: Customize the metric's format.

Note: The options displayed change depending on the selected format.
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• Stoplighting: Configure threshold violation indicators. The power user determines a range of
values for the indicator, chooses an icon and color, and creates an alert message to display if the
metric falls within the set range. The power user can set the Min and Max values for the range,
and can also set whether those values are included in the range using Min Inclusive and Max
Inclusive.

Rearranging the metric boxes

The power user can customize the order of the metric boxes within the Metric Bar component by
dragging and dropping the boxes into place (shown below).

The power user can also hide a metric box by clicking the x (highlighted below):

To show a hidden metric box, select it from the drop-down menu and click the + (highlighted below):
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Filtering components
The components in this section allow you to search, navigate, and filter your data.

Related Links
Breadcrumbs on page 61

The Breadcrumbs component provides breadcrumb navigation aid functionality.

Guided Navigation on page 64
The Guided Navigation component provides Endeca Guided Navigation® functionality.

Range Filter on page 70
The Range Filter component allows you to add and modify range filters.

Search Box on page 73
The Search Box component provides record and dimension search functionality.

Find Similar on page 78
The Find Similar component provides end users with the opportunity to find other records
that share common attributes with a specific record of interest.

Breadcrumbs
The Breadcrumbs component provides breadcrumb navigation aid functionality.

The Breadcrumbs component summarizes any Guided Navigation selections, keyword searches, or
range filters specified by the end user in a vertical stack of selected values. If multiple selections from
single dimension are made, they are displayed separately in sequential order. Breadcrumbs support
multi-select AND and OR refinements, but not record filters.

When used with keyword search, the Breadcrumbs component features spelling correction, as
displayed in the following example:

Note: The Breadcrumbs component supports the use of aggregated records. For details about
configuring Discovery Framework data sources for aggregated records, see the Discovery
Framework Installation Guide.
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Dependencies

The Breadcrumbs component requires a backing data source.

One of the following components must also be present: Guided Navigation, Search Box, or Range
Filter.

Related Links
Search Box on page 73

The Search Box component provides record and dimension search functionality.

Guided Navigation on page 64
The Guided Navigation component provides Endeca Guided Navigation® functionality.

Range Filter on page 70
The Range Filter component allows you to add and modify range filters.

Using Breadcrumbs

This topic describes how an end user can use the Breadcrumbs component.

The following example is based on Guided Navigation selections. Note the hierarchical selection in
the Wine Type dimension.

The following example is based on a Range Filter selection.

If a breadcrumb is based on a negative refinement (as enabled in the Guided Navigation component),
that refinement is flagged with a red X icon. In the following Guided Navigation example, the refinement
excludes Rose from the results.
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End users may remove individual selections or all selections within displayed breadcrumbs, and can
also select a specific ancestor within the hierarchy for display.

Configuring Breadcrumbs

The power user can set the following preferences for the Breadcrumbs component.

• Data source controls: Select from the available data sources in the drop-down list, and then click
Update data source to bind your selection to the component.

• Multiselect collapse/expand threshold: Set the number of dimension values after which the list
can be collapsed. In the example below, dimension values for the Body dimension can be collapsed,
because there are more than three selected.The dimension values for Flavors, on the other hand,
cannot be collapsed, because there are only three selected.
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Guided Navigation
The Guided Navigation component provides Endeca Guided Navigation® functionality.

The Guided Navigation component provides contextual navigation across large volumes of structured
MDEX Engine-specific data. End users can expand and close multiple dimension groups, view
dimension values from multiple dimensions at a time, and select multi-OR and multi-AND dimensions.
End users can also apply negative refinements to exclude dimension values from results if negative
refinements are enabled by the power user.

The component shows the dimension groups that are configured in the MDEX Engine. It also displays
base refinement statistics if they are enabled in the MDEX Engine.
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Note:  Contracted or implicit dimension values and dead ends are not shown in this component.

The Guided Navigation component does not support multi-select for hierarchical dimensions, nor
does it support tree view controls. Also, because aggregated records are not supported anywhere in
the Discovery Framework, aggregated statistics are not supported in this component.

Dependencies

The Breadcrumbs component is required in order to view or clear Guided Navigation component
selections.

The image below shows the interaction between the Guided Navigation, Breadcrumbs, and Results
Table components. The navigation state, which is displayed in the Breadcrumbs component,
determines what is displayed in the Results Table component. If the user navigated to a different
state in the Guided Navigation component, the other two components would dynamically update to
reflect the change.

Note: The Guided Navigation component supports the use of aggregated records. Specifically,
when the component is using a data source with a rollup key specified, its refinements display
the number of aggregated records. For details about configuring Discovery Framework data
sources for aggregated records, see the Discovery Framework Installation Guide.

Note:  In order for the Guided Navigation component to generate aggregated record refinement
statistics, the --stat-abins flag must be enabled on the MDEX Engine.

Note: The Guided Navigation component includes a threshold on the maximum number of
dimension values that can be displayed at once within a dimension. The default value is 500.
This threshold is in place for performance and usability reasons, so that the end user's experience
can be managed for cases where dimensions include very long lists of dimension values. This
threshold can be used in conjunction with dynamic ranking and type-ahead search in the Guided
Navigation interface, so users can still access specific values by filtering for them.
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Related Links
Breadcrumbs on page 61

The Breadcrumbs component provides breadcrumb navigation aid functionality.

Results Table on page 52
The Results Table component provides a simple interface for displaying results.The Results
Table component can show results from Analytics and non-Analytics queries.

Using Guided Navigation

This topic describes how an end user can use the Guided Navigation component.

Note: The appearance of the Guided Navigation display varies depending on the dimension
data and hierarchy.

The Guided Navigation component can feature dimension hierarchy:

It features Show More functionality for large data sets:
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It can include type-ahead:

It can incorporate multi-select OR dimensions through a check-box interface:
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It can include negative as well as positive refinements, which allow you to exclude refinements from
the results displayed.

Configuring Guided Navigation

The power user can set the following preferences for the Guided Navigation component.

The edit controls on the Guided Navigation component allow you to configure the layout so only
facets relevant to the end user are exposed.
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• Data source controls: Select from the available data sources in the drop-down list, and then click
Update data source to bind your selection to the component.

• Disable type-ahead: Check to remove the Type-ahead search box from dimensions with many
dimension values.

Important:  Dimension search wildcarding must be enabled in the MDEX Engine in order
for type-ahead to work in Discovery Framework components.

• Maximum type-ahead suggestions: Set the maximum total number of type-ahead suggestions
the MDEX Engine will offer. If fewer results are available, the number returned will be less than
this maximum. Note that this control is only visible if Disable type-ahead is not selected.
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• Maximum refinements to show in a single dimension: Set the maximum number of refinements
per dimension to be displayed. This can help prevent your end users from being overwhelmed by
an excessive number of results.

• Dimension Configurations: Includes the following settings:

• Search for a dimension by name.
• Select dimensions to include. Dimensions not selected are hidden from the end user's view.
• Select dimensions that will appear expanded by default in the end user's view. (The end user

may choose to collapse them.)
• Select dimensions that can be negative as well as positive refinements. A negative refinement,

when selected, is excluded from results.

• Targeted Page: Set the target page for any page transition. Page transitions allow a component
on one page in your Discovery Framework application to pass data to a component on another
page.

Range Filter
The Range Filter component allows you to add and modify range filters.

Note: The Range Filter component provides numeric and date filtering, but not geocode filtering.
You cannot use the Range Filter component to filter on dimensions.

Using Range Filter

This topic describes how an end user can use the Range Filter component.

If the power user has configured a range filter for a property, the end user sees something like this:
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The histogram gives the end user a high-level view of the data. The end user can use the slider bar
to refine the filter within the defined range.

It is also possible for the power user to configure the range filter to display the slider bar with no
histogram:

The end user can also select the Greater Than and Less Than filters from the drop down list:

Configuring Range Filter

The power user can add and remove range filters on existing properties in the data set in the Range
Filters component.
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• Data source controls: Select from the available data sources in the drop-down list, and then click
Update data source to bind your selection to the component.

• Range Filters: Establish range filters for existing properties. When adding a range filter, you can
set the following features:

• The name of the property this filter is based on.

Note:  Property names are case sensitive. In addition, you need to know the exact name
of the property for which you want to create a filter (you can consult the Endeca Attribute
Settings component if you are unsure of a property's name). If you attempt to add a
range filter based on a property that does not exist, when you return to the full page, you
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will see the following error message:

• Values for both Min and Max to provide a range, or a single value to allow Greater Than or
Less Than filtering by end users.

• The type of range filter: Numeric or Date.
• Enable Histogram provides the end user with an interactive histogram control. If Enable

Histogram is not selected, the end user sees a slider bar with no associated histogram.
• # Bins sets the number of bars to display in the histogram.

Min and Max date-time format

Min and Max values must be given in milliseconds-since-epoch format. The Range Filter does not
accept formatted date strings (such as "11/22/2009") or values in standard seconds-since-epoch
format.

Search Box
The Search Box component provides record and dimension search functionality.

It allows end users to submit keyword searches based on available properties in the data source he
or she selects from the drop-down list.

Power users can choose from multiple search interfaces and match modes when configuring this
component to further control the information that is displayed to the end user. The Search Box
component can also be configured to provide type-ahead suggestions populated with matching
dimension values.

Dependencies

The Search Box component works in conjunction with the Breadcrumbs component, the Results
Table component, and the Guided Navigation component.

Related Links
Breadcrumbs on page 61

The Breadcrumbs component provides breadcrumb navigation aid functionality.

Results Table on page 52
The Results Table component provides a simple interface for displaying results.The Results
Table component can show results from Analytics and non-Analytics queries.

Guided Navigation on page 64
The Guided Navigation component provides Endeca Guided Navigation® functionality.
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Using Search Box

This topic describes how an end user can use the Search Box component.

The end user can select a search configuration (based on a data source and a set of other criteria)
from a list that the power user enables.

The end user can then enter a search term. In the example below, the end user typed the term red.
The Wine Type, Winery, and Drinkability dimensions, along with matching dimension values, are made
available as suggestions.

If the power user has enabled type ahead, the MDEX Engine will start offering dimension value
suggestions before the user has typed a complete search term.

To restrict the results displayed to those within the current navigation state, the end user can check
Search Within.
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Configuring Search Box

The power user can set the following preferences for the Search Box component.

When you first open Search Box preferences, you see a list of existing search configurations:

When you select a search configuration, or click Add Configuration, Search Box preferences updates
to include options for type-ahead configuration:
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• Search Configurations:You can add, remove, or edit configurations that are based on the following
criteria:

• Display Name: The name used in breadcrumbs.
• Default: Choose which search configuration is the default.
• Data Source: Select one of the available data sources to associate with this search

configuration.

• Search Interface: Select from the search interfaces defined in this data source. The search
interface limits the end user's search, and allows you to control record search behavior for
groupings of some number of dimensions, properties, attributes, and ranking strategies.
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• Match mode: Select a match mode from the drop-down list. Match modes allow you to specify
a less restrictive matching strategy than the default conjunctive MatchAll.

• Target Page: Optionally, set the target page for any page transition. Page transitions allow a
component on one page in your Discovery Framework application to pass data to a component
on another page. In the example below, data will be sent to a component on the Comparisons

page.

In addition, by clicking in the label of any column, you can sort the contents of that column and
remove columns from the Search Configurations display.

• Enable type-ahead suggestions: Check to enable the MDEX Engine to start offering suggestions
before the user has typed a complete search term. If Enable type-ahead suggestions is not
selected, none of the remaining controls appear in the Search Box preferences.

Important:  Dimension search wildcarding must be enabled in the MDEX Engine in order
for type-ahead to work in Discovery Framework components.

• Minimum characters to trigger suggestions: Set the minimum number of characters needed
before type-ahead suggestions are offered.
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• Maximum suggestions per dimension: Set the maximum number of type-ahead suggestions
the MDEX Engine will offer for each dimension.

• Maximum total suggestions: Set the maximum total number of type-ahead suggestions the
MDEX Engine will offer. If fewer results are available, the number returned will be less than this
maximum.

• Show intermediate values: Check this box to display the full path for hierarchical results.

• Dimension Configuration: Check Included to include all dimensions in the type-ahead results.
Alternatively, the power user can search for a dimension, or select dimensions individually, to
customize which dimensions are included.

Find Similar
The Find Similar component provides end users with the opportunity to find other records that share
common attributes with a specific record of interest.

Note:  In order to use the Find Similar component, the Record Details component must be
configured.

Users can view specific records of interest in the Record Details component and then click Find
Similar to search for records with similar attributes. The image below shows the relationship between
the Find Similar and Record Details components.
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Note: The Find Similar component supports the use of aggregated records. For details about
configuring Discovery Framework data sources for aggregated records, see the Discovery
Framework Installation Guide.

Dependencies

The Find Similar component works in conjunction with the Record Details component.

Related Links
Record Details on page 85

The Record Details component displays all of the properties and dimensions for a record in
the Results Table component.
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Using Find Similar

This topic describes how an end user uses the Find Similar component.

Note: The Find Similar component must be used in conjunction with the Record Details
component.

Once an end user has selected a record to view in the Record Details component, he or she clicks
Find Similar to populate the Find Similar component with the record's attributes. The user then
selects which attributes to search by, as shown below:

The user can employ the search box within the Find Similar component to narrow the list of available
attributes or to locate a specific attribute, as shown below:

When the user clicks Submit, the Results Table component displays all records with matching
attributes:
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The Breadcrumbs component is also populated with the search dimensions. The user can further
refine these results using the Guided Navigation and Search Box components.

Configuring Find Similar

The power user can set the following preferences for the Find Similar component.

The power user can update the backing data source, add identifying headers, and customize the
component's interface.
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• Data source controls: Select from the available data sources in the drop-down list, and then click
Update data source to bind your selection to the component.

• Header Fields: Display property or dimension values that identify the starting record in the header
of the component.

Note: To configure the display name of the property or dimension, you must use the Attribute
Settings component.
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The image below shows the Find Similar component with Header Fields configured:

• Include all dimensions: When this box is checked, all dimensions are included in the Find Similar
component. When this box is unchecked, the Hidden Dimensions and Selected Dimensions
lists display, and the user can select which dimensions to hide or include.

• Calculate projected results: Show how many similar results will be returned with the selected
dimensions.
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• Show "Return to Record Details" link: Clears the dimensions listed in the Find Similar component
and returns the user to the Record Details component.

• Multiselect collapse/expand threshold:  Sets the number of dimension values after which the
list can be collapsed.

In the example below, six values are selected for the Body dimension. Because the threshold is
set at 3, the user has the option to collapse the list (highlighted below).

• Targeted Page: Specify a separate page to display the Find Similar results.

Note: The target page must have a Results Table component.

Record detail components
The components in this section allow you to focus on the details in your data.

Related Links
Record Details on page 85

The Record Details component displays all of the properties and dimensions for a record in
the Results Table component.
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Record Details
The Record Details component displays all of the properties and dimensions for a record in the
Results Table component.

The Record Details component shows all properties first, followed by all dimensions, in the order they
are returned from the Presentation API (that is, alphabetically). The user cannot change this order.
However, the user can edit the render configuration part of the pipeline to control which properties and
dimensions are displayed.

The example below shows the relationship between the Results Table and Record Details
components. Selecting a record in the Results Table component and clicking the View record detail
icon (highlighted below) populates the Record Details component with details about the selected
record.

Dependencies

The Record Details component must be used with the Results Table component, because only the
Results Table provides the required detail links. However, as long as a page transition is specified,
the two components do not have to reside on the same page.

The Record Details component also works in conjunction with the Find Similar component. When a
record is displayed in Record Details, the user can click the Find Similar button (highlighted below)
to search through records with similar attributes.
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Note: The Record Details component supports the use of aggregated records. For details
about configuring Discovery Framework data sources for aggregated records, see the Discovery
Framework Installation Guide.

Related Links
Results Table on page 52

The Results Table component provides a simple interface for displaying results.The Results
Table component can show results from Analytics and non-Analytics queries.

Find Similar on page 78
The Find Similar component provides end users with the opportunity to find other records
that share common attributes with a specific record of interest.

Using Record Details

This topic describes how an end user can use the Record Details component.

You can use the Record Details component to view all properties associated with the selected record.
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The user can also use the Record Details component to find records with similar attributes to the one
on display. When a record is displayed in the Record Details component, the user can click Find
Similar to search through records with similar attributes to the record of interest. The relationship
between the Record Details and Find Similar components is shown below:
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Note: To make use of this functionality, the Find Similar component must be added to some
page in the Discovery Framework.

Configuring Record Details

The power user can set the following preferences for the Record Details component.
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• Data source controls: Select from the available data sources in the drop-down list, and then click
Update data source to bind your selection to the component.

• Display Name Property: Set the property to be used as the display name in the end user's view
of the record.

• Find Similar Target Page: Specify a separate page to display the Find Similar component.

Note: The target page must have the Find Similar component added to it. It is also useful,
but not necessary, to have a Results Table component added to the target page as well.
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Chapter 3

About Liferay components

The Discovery Framework includes a number of Liferay components in its installation by default.These
components can be integrated with Endeca components to allow you to build richer applications.

Liferay component support
The level of documentation and support Endeca provides for the Liferay components included in the
Discovery Framework differs from that provided for our own standard components.

Because these components were not developed by Endeca, Endeca cannot control their interface or
guarantee that they will be available in subsequent versions. Endeca provides only high-level
documentation for Liferay components.

For more detailed information, consult the Liferay documentation and forums, available at
http://www.liferay.com.

The Component Container
The Component Container allows power users to organize components by grouping them together
in a single container.

The power user can choose from several layout templates in order to customize the display to the
needs of the application.

http://www.liferay.com


The Languages component
The Language component can be used to change the locale of the server.

To select an alternate language in the Language component, click the flag icon associated with your
target language. In the example below, we have chosen Spanish.

The Discovery Framework displays the component messages from your resource bundle in your target
language. In addition, because the portal itself is also localized, menus and other portal controls also
appear in your target language.

Note:  For more information about localizing the Discovery Framework, see the Discovery
Framework Extension Guide.

About Liferay Web Content Management components
Liferay Web Content Management (WCM) components can be integrated into your application to
provide document management and publishing capabilities.

These components are often used together to configure, display, and save links to Web content.

Related Links
The IFrame component on page 93

The IFrame component provides an inline frame that can embed a separate Web document.

The Links component on page 94
The Links component allows users to save and manage their own Web content links in
folders.

The Web Content component on page 94
The Web Content component allows the power user to configure and manage the
adminstrative aspects of Liferay Web Content Management.

The Web Content Display component on page 95
The Web Content Display component allows you to request and display articles in your
application.

The Web Content List component on page 95
The Web Content List component displays a list of all Web content articles that are available
in the application.

The Web Proxy component on page 96
The Web Proxy component makes it possible to show any Web site as if it were a component.
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The IFrame component
The IFrame component provides an inline frame that can embed a separate Web document.

The power user can configure access and authentication, as well as modify HTML attributes that
control the appearance of the output.

In the example below, the source URL is pointed at the Endeca website.

The end user sees the following:
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Note:  Click here for Liferay documentation on this component.

The Links component
The Links component allows users to save and manage their own Web content links in folders.

These links can be tagged for later search and shared with other users.

The Web Content component
The Web Content component allows the power user to configure and manage the adminstrative
aspects of Liferay Web Content Management.
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This includes the following:

• Enabling users to write and publish articles to the site.
• Creating article templates.
• Controlling article-creation workflow and versioning.
• Managing article search and metadata.

The content is displayed in the Web Content Display component.

Note:  Click here for Liferay documentation on this component.

The Web Content Display component
The Web Content Display component allows you to request and display articles in your application.

The appearance of the articles can be controlled by WCM templates, as configured in Web Content
component.

The Web Content List component
The Web Content List component displays a list of all Web content articles that are available in the
application.

The article list is automatically updated when new articles are made available, and can be sorted by
various criteria.
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The Web Proxy component
The Web Proxy component makes it possible to show any Web site as if it were a component.

The power user can configure the appearance and authentication of the content.
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Chapter 4

Component behavior with MDEX 7

This section describes the interaction of Endeca standard components with MDEX 7 Early Access
edition. It lists the components that do not currently work with MDEX 7, and calls out any differences
in behavior between Discovery Framework against MDEX 6 and MDEX 7.

About the MDEX 7 Early Access release
This release of Discovery Framework includes limited capabilities for integration of Discovery Framework
with MDEX Engine Release 7.

These features are in an Early Access state.The interfaces and behavior of these Early Access features
may change in later releases of MDEX 7 and of the Discovery Framework, based on information
gathered during the Early Access period. These capabilities are not supported for use in production.

Important: These capabilities are only available to users who have access to MDEX 7 Early
Access edition. If you do not have access to MDEX 7 Early Access edition, you can safely ignore
this section.

Discovery Framework interaction with MDEX 7
Keep the following guidelines in mind when using the Discovery Framework 1.3.x with MDEX 7 Early
Access edition.

• Performance is not expected to be optimal, as MDEX 7 is not optimized.
• Stability is not guaranteed, as MDEX 7 is not guaranteed to be stable.
• Dimension and property names must be NCName-compliant.
• All dimension and property names display their raw NCNames, which may not be user-friendly.

Component interaction with MDEX 7

This table lists MDEX 7 interaction on a component-by-component basis.



MDEX 7 Behavior NotesComponent

Chart legends and axes contain full dimension value specs instead of
dimension value names, because Analytics result records return dimension
value specs instead of dimension value names.

Advanced Visualization

Display names do not work.Attribute Settings

The behavior of this component is the same on MDEX 6 and MDEX 7.Bookmarks

In MDEX 7, the search configuration display name is not displayed.
Instead, the user sees search interface match mode.

Breadcrumbs

Chart legends and axes contain full dimension value specs instead of
dimension value names, because Analytics result records return dimension
value specs instead of dimension value names.

Chart

The behavior of this component is the same on MDEX 6 and MDEX 7.Data Source Bindings

The behavior of this component is the same on MDEX 6 and MDEX 7.Data Sources

The behavior of this component is the same on MDEX 6 and MDEX 7.Discovery Framework
Settings

This component is not supported on MDEX 7, because MDEX 7 does
not support record detail queries.

Find Similar

Guided Navigation • Dimensions (and navigable properties) are not grouped. There are
no groupings, because MDEX 7 does not support dimension groups.

• Users cannot navigate to or past an inert dimension value, because
MDEX 7 does not support inert dimensions.

• Although multi-select works, it does so using a different mechanism
than that used in MDEX 6. MDEX 7 does not support the ingest of
multi-select dimensions.

• Users cannot properly refine by more than one value of a multi-select
dimension in type-ahead search results. MDEX 7 dimension search
results do not indicate whether or not a matching dimension value is
multi-select.

• Power users see all properties in the component preferences view
(excluding system properties) if navigable properties are enabled.
Power users must edit component preferences to hide undesired
properties. In addition, power users have the option to display only
dimensions.

• By default, when you open the Guided Navigation component, it
displays only dimensions. The display of navigable properties (a
feature of MDEX 7) can be enabled in the component's preferences
by checking Show navigable properties. The Show navigable
properties checkbox only appears when the Guided Navigation
component is backed by an MDEX 7 data source.

• Maximum refinements to show in a dimension is limited to 100
dimension values, due to differing dynamic ranking behavior in MDEX
7.

• The number of results from type-ahead is not shown, because in
MDEX 7, dimension search does not return the total number of results.

This component is not yet supported on MDEX 7.Metrics Bar
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MDEX 7 Behavior NotesComponent

The behavior of this component is the same on MDEX 6 and MDEX 7.Performance Metrics

This component is not supported on MDEX 7, because range filters are
not yet supported.

Range Filters

This component is not supported on MDEX 7, because record details are
not yet supported.

Record Details

Results Table • Detail view does not work, because MDEX 7 does not yet support
record detail queries.

• Export to Excel does not work, because MDEX 7 does not support
bulk export.

• When the Results Table component is powered by an Analytics
query, dimension value specs instead of dimension value names are
shown in columns, because Analytics result records return dimension
value specs instead of dimension value names.

The aggregate records drop-down option is not displayed, because MDEX
7 does not support aggregate records.

Sample Endeca Portlet

Search Box • In type-ahead search, intermediate values are not shown. For
example, if you search for Merlot it is impossible to display Red >
Merlot. Because there is no way to retrieve ancestor values from a
dimension search result, the Show intermediate values checkbox
is not available in the preferences editor when an MDEX 7 data source
is selected.

• If multi-select dimension values are already in the navigation state
and a type-ahead search result is clicked for that dimension, the
existing values are replaced. MDEX 7 dimension search results do
not indicate whether a matching dimension value is multi-select.

• In preferences, all searchable properties are shown, as well as search
interfaces.You cannot distinguish search interfaces from searchable
properties.

• The number of results from type-ahead is not shown, because in
MDEX 7, dimension search does not return the total number of results.
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